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Building a Community of Ethics Educators in Graduate Engineering Programs: Developing an Ethics Workshop Following a User-Oriented Approach

Abstract
Ethics education in undergraduate engineering programs tends to focus on ethical issues that arise in the professional context. By contrast, ethics education for graduate students in engineering often addresses different kinds of ethical challenges, ones that relate to norms and expectations in the research community as well as the broad social impact of engineering research. In recent years, leading organizations such as the National Science Foundation (NSF), the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and the National Academy of Engineering (NAE) have made significant efforts to promote ethics training for graduate researchers. In spite of these concerted efforts, few sustainable models for incorporating ethics in graduate engineering programs have been described in the literature. As designers of ethics education programs, we argue that considerable progress can be achieved through engaging and empowering our users—the engineering faculty members who teach graduate courses and advise graduate students in research groups.

This paper presents a user-oriented approach to building a community of ethics educators in graduate engineering education. We begin the paper by reporting our “user study” of engineering faculty’s current approaches, challenges, and needs for teaching ethics to graduate students at a large, public research university. Findings of the user study guided our design of a workshop on “Ethical Literacy and Ethical Data Management” that helped engineering faculty members develop conceptual understanding and instructional skills for teaching ethical inquiry that are related to particular areas of engineering research.

Design of the workshop sought to meet three objectives: 1) helping participating faculty members develop basic understanding of ethical theories and concepts; 2) introducing ethical issues related with engineering research, especially with the handling of research data; 3) sharing and demonstrating instructional methods for leading discussion-based ethical analysis.

Feedback from the workshop participants and their subsequent presentations of ethics teaching plans indicate that our user-oriented approach successfully engaged a cohort of ethics educators in graduate engineering programs. We conclude this paper by reflecting on the lessons we learned from the workshop design and reporting our plans for refining the workshop in the future.
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1. Introduction
The current ABET Engineering Accreditation Criterion 3, Student Outcomes, includes “an understanding of professional and ethical responsibility”[1]. Thanks to this requirement, engineering schools in the U.S. have integrated ethics into their undergraduate curricula, and a number of them have achieved impressive success [2].
However, it is unclear whether ethics education in undergraduate engineering adequately prepares students for ethical challenges they might encounter as graduate students. After all, engineering ethics education at the undergraduate level often focuses on ethical issues that arise in the professional context. By comparison, graduate students in engineering face ethical challenges of different sorts, such as norms in the research community and the broad social impact of engineering research. In recent years, leading organizations such as the National Science Foundation (NSF), the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and the National Academy of Engineering (NAE) have made significant efforts to promote ethics training for graduate researchers [3]. In spite of these concerted efforts, few sustainable models for incorporating ethics in graduate engineering programs have been described in the literature. In this paper, we explore a key factor in establishing effective and sustainable graduate ethics education in engineering: the engagement of faculty members who teach graduate courses and advise graduate students in research groups. In particular, we describe a user-oriented approach for faculty development in ethics education, one that places faculty’s needs at the center of designing a workshop that helped engineering faculty members develop conceptual understanding and instructional strategies to introduce ethical inquiry to graduate students. We engaged engineering faculty at multiple stages throughout the workshop development. Prior to the workshop design, we conducted a user study. Findings of the study laid the groundwork for a conversation with engineering graduate program coordinators in which we asked for their input on the topics of a faculty workshop. One of the primary objectives of this project was to develop a “community of practice” among engineering faculty members who would actively and consistently engage in discussions and practices of ethics teaching at the graduate level [4].

2. A User-Oriented Approach to Engineering Ethics Education
Previous research has recognized the critical role engineering faculty members play in educating students about engineering ethics [5][6]. Such recognition, however, contrasts with a general trend in engineering education: faculty members are usually slow and reluctant in adopting research-based pedagogical practice, a trend that challenges numerous designers of educational innovations [7][8][9]. In particular, scholars have reported that educational innovations that follow a “replication model,” in which faculty members passively accept and adopt pedagogical innovations designed by educational researchers, have very limited effect in generating faculty engagement [10]. Instead, researchers suggest, research-based pedagogical innovations are more successful when they are foregrounded in user (faculty) needs, and when the development process involves active participation by the end users (faculty) [7][11][12][13]. As a starting point of a “user-oriented” approach to education design, “the research team developing a new practice must understand the needs of potential users before beginning their research” [7].

The ethics related educational innovation reported in this paper took place at the Pennsylvania State University (Penn State)—a large, public, research university. A decade-long partnership between the Rock Ethics Institute and the Leonhard Center for the Enhancement of Engineering Education at Penn State has led to multiple workshops
that helped engineering faculty members to incorporate ethics into undergraduate engineering teaching [14]. In 2009, Penn State implemented a new scholarship and research integrity (SARI) program that required all graduate students in the university to complete the online Collaborative Institutional Training Initiative (CITI) course as well as five hours of face-to-face, discussion-based training in topics that fall into the broadly conceived area of research ethics. The university also requires that at least three of the five hours of discussion-based ethics training ought to be conducted in the students' own disciplines. In 2014, five years after implementing the SARI program, the Leonhard Center and the Rock Ethic Institute launched a project to enhance engineering departments’ existing practices for meeting the SARI requirements and educating graduate students in ethics.

The lead author of this paper interviewed graduate program coordinators from nine engineering departments to explore the following topics:  
1) The department’s current approach to educating graduate students in ethics;  
2) The types of ethical issues graduate students in the program should be able to address;  
3) Major challenges and perceived needs for enhancing graduate ethics education in the program.

Interviews were conducted in the Spring semester of 2015. The interviews lasted between 30 and 45 minutes. With IRB approval, the interviews were recorded and transcribed. Results of the user-study led to three main findings. First, the departmental SARI training for graduate students in engineering took one of the three formats: 1) a one-credit course on graduate professional development that includes ethics components; 2) dedicated ethics discussion events, such as a specific session following the graduate orientation, or an evening gathering during which students watch and discuss movies related to engineering ethics; 3) seminar talks focusing on ethics topics. Second, from the standpoint of graduate educators, graduate students across all engineering disciplines most commonly encounter three types of ethical challenges: authorship practice, data management, and intellectual property issues. Third, main challenges for graduate ethics education in engineering included low incentive for faculty engagement, lack of dedicated departmental resources, and faculty’s lack of formal training in ethics instruction. It is worth noting that all three challenges involved faculty’s motivation, availability, and capacity for teaching ethics.

During a “report back session” with graduate program coordinators in the College of Engineering, the authors shared the main findings of the user-study and proposed three initiatives to address these challenges. First, the authors suggested the graduate program coordinators and their department heads consider appointing a faculty member as dedicated SARI coordinator and offering this person one course release in exchange for three years of service. Second, the Rock Ethics Institute and the Leonhard Center offered to create a series of online learning modules in order to help faculty and students examine cross-cutting ethical issues in engineering research. Third, the authors proposed to create a series of workshops that would help engineering faculty members develop basic understanding of ethical theories and instructional strategies for teaching ethics to

In two cases, the interviewees were faculty members who had experience teaching ethics to graduate students.
graduate students. In addition, we proposed to build each workshop around one of the three major ethical challenges—authorship practice, data management, and intellectual property—that are confronted by graduate students across engineering disciplines. We also asked the engineering graduate program coordinators to provide input on the topic for the first year’s workshop, and the majority of graduate coordinators “voted” for ethical data management.

3. Developing a Faculty Workshop in Ethical Literacy and Ethical Data Practice

With input from the engineering graduate program coordinators, we designed and ran our first ethics workshop in the summer of 2016. The workshop helped twelve engineering faculty members engage the ethical literacy framework and develop instructional strategies to introduce ethical data practice to graduate students. The format of the workshop was modeled after the Rock Ethics Institute and the Leonhard Center’s previous workshops at Penn State University, which were adapted from workshops philosopher Davis had organized at the Illinois Institute of Technology [15]. The design of our workshop sought to meet three objectives: 1) helping participating engineering faculty members develop basic understanding of ethical theories and concepts; 2) introducing ethical issues related with engineering research, especially with the handling of research data; and 3) sharing and demonstrating instructional methods for leading discussion-based ethical analysis. According to these objectives, the two-day workshop consisted of three main sections: a morning presentation and discussion on basic ethical concepts and the ethical literacy framework; an afternoon session on resources for teaching ethical data practice; and an introduction of instructional design strategies that focused on creating ethics learning outcomes for graduate engineering students (A sample agenda for the two-day workshop is presented in Table 1). To illustrate leading discussion-based ethical inquiry, the workshop leaders also engaged the participants in extensive discussion and analysis of two ethical cases related to the handling of data in research and development.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Sample Agenda for the Ethics Workshop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DAY ONE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 to 9:00  Breakfast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 to 9:30  Introductions and overview of workshop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30 to 10:00 Collective conversation: Ethical issues in engineering research and data generation, management and use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 to 12:00 Ethical literacy framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Discussion of major ethical theories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Introducing a step-based process for analyzing ethical issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00 to 1:00  Lunch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00 to 3:30  Teaching and learning resources for ethical data management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Introducing the “ecology of data”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Existing and emerging resources for teaching ethical data practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Case analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DAY TWO</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 to 9:00  Breakfast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 to 9:30  Questions/discussion from Day 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30 to 12:30 Case discussion (role play).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30 to 1:30 Lunch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30 to 2:30 Learning outcomes for SARI training and data management</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discuss overall goals for SARI training in the College of Engineering and program specific goals for ethics education
Develop statements of possible learning outcomes

2:30 to 3:30
Small groups work on preliminary instructional designs based on common interests (e.g., SARI training, graduate courses, other ethics education programs)

The Ethical Literacy Framework
To familiarize engineering faculty members with basic concepts and terminology in ethical theories, one of the authors gave a presentation on the development of ethical literacy. We explained to the engineering faculty participants that this presentation was meant to lay the groundwork for them to think about ethics instruction, and we did not recommend—let alone require—them to directly present the “theory-heavy” contents to engineering students. Inspired by Tuana’s systematic interpretation of moral literacy, the ethical literacy framework emphasizes ethical sensitivity, ethical decision making, and ethical imagination [16]. Our presentation focused on helping the participants develop basic understanding of ethical sensitivity and ethical decision making. Ethical sensitivity refers to an individual or a group’s abilities to discern ethical issues in a given situation, assess the intensity of ethical issues, and identify relevant ethical values [16] [17]. We stressed that ethical inquiry in engineering often starts with identifying the ethical issues (“ethics spotting”). Ethical decision making includes understanding different ethical frameworks and applying them to a perceived ethical situation. In order to make the presentation as effective as possible, given the short time available, we avoided traditional philosophical labels such as deontology, that were likely to be unfamiliar, and quickly moved to examples to illustrate major ethical frameworks, such as character-based frameworks, ends-based frameworks, rule-based frameworks, and rights-based frameworks. In addition, we introduced a 12-step approach for enhancing ethical literacy and analyzing ethical challenges. The step-based approach to analyzing ethical cases has been developed and adapted by several ethicists [15]. We adopted the 12-step approach from the Rock Ethics Institute [18]. This approach involves iteratively going through the next 12 steps:

1. State the nature of the ethical issue you’ve initially spotted.
2. List the relevant facts.
3. Identify stakeholders.
4. Clarify the underlying values.
5. Consider consequences.
6. Identify relevant rights/duties.
7. Reflect on which virtues apply.
8. Consider relevant relationships.
9. Develop a list of potential responses.
10. Use moral imagination to consider each option based on the above considerations.
11. Choose the best option.
12. Consider what could be done in the future to prevent the problem” [18].

To indicate to the engineering audience that the process for ethical decision making resembles the process of solving open-ended design challenges in engineering—a process many an engineer is well familiar with—the authors rearranged the 12 steps into a 5-stage process using the language of engineering design (see Figure 1).
Teaching Ethical Data Practice
The afternoon session of the first day’s workshop introduced resources and strategies for engaging engineering graduate students to explore ethical issues that are associated with the handling of research data. We started this session by presenting six fictitious “statements about data management” that represent ethically questionable views about data from new graduate students, junior faculty members, PIs, and practicing engineers. For example, a fictitious PI states that “I have thoroughly informed my graduate students, lab technicians, and statisticians about the proper ways of handling data; therefore, I should not be held accountable if issues about the credibility of research data arise in our co-authored publications.” These statements served as “prompts” to generate open-ended discussions about data ethics in classrooms.

Following the “warm up” discussion, one of the authors introduced two concepts: “the ecology of data” and “the lifecycle of research data.” These concepts were meant to extend discussion about ethical data practice beyond “management,” which implies control, hierarchy, and clearly defined rules and obligations. Instead, we recommended the concept of “ecology,” which describes the human and non-human actors, values, institutions, as well as technical infrastructures that interact with data in distinct ways and collectively shape the ethical implications of data practice. Our presentation of the “ecology of data” was inspired by the use of “information ecology” in information management [19] [20]. Meanwhile, we stressed the lifecycle of research data to counteract the misunderstanding of data handling as a linear process [21]. We proposed a lifecycle of research data consisting of four interrelated stages: 1) data planning; 2) data generation; 3) data processing and analysis; and 4) data usage, sharing, and preservation. The presentation discussed a few distinct ethical challenges confronting researchers in each of the four stages, such as protecting research subjects in data generation, and intellectual property issues in data sharing. In addition to the four stages that usually characterize the “internal” flow of data in the research group, we added an additional category, the ethics of big data research.
Case Discussion
Discussion during the workshop culminated in the analysis of two ethical case studies, which are based on recent, real-world incidents in the academic community and the tech industry. The first case focuses on issues of responsible conduct of research, or “micro-ethical issues” in research [22] [23] [24]. We created the case based on a recent controversy in stem cell research, where a research group in Japan’s Riken Center for Developmental Biology published two articles in *Nature* that reported a simple and efficient method of making stem cells out of ordinary body cells. Soon after the publication, however, readers found the articles contain inappropriately manipulated images and texts copied from previous papers. A greater scandal followed when no lab was able to replicate the experiments reported in the *Nature* articles and their authors were accused of fabricating data [25]. During the workshop, discussion of this case was structured following the 5-step process illustrated in Figure 1. Based on the available information, most participants identified data fabrication as one of the central ethical problems in this case. As the analysis proceeded, our participants in turn examined the obligations of the PI, the lab directors, and the editorial group of the journal. The analysis also drew from a number of ethical frameworks; for example, a rule-based analysis highlighted honesty as a duty for researchers, whereas an ends-based analysis called attention to the waste of resources in replicating inauthentic research results. It was interesting to observe that some faculty participants became very invested in the case analysis. A participant who originally came from Japan shared the latest coverage of this incident in Japanese news media. It was reported that Haruko Obokata, a female researcher who allegedly fabricated the results, was actually victimized by a jealous male colleague who sabotaged the experiment. Another participant, who works in the field of stem cell research and whose lab had also attempted to replicate the published research, shared the stem cell research community’s assessment of this case. During the discussion of the case a female participant commented that the case described a female researcher as the “wrongdoer.” She also observed that most of the moral philosophers cited in the morning session, when we introduced major ethical frameworks, were male. Her comments made an impression on all of us who were facilitating the workshop. We were unaware that our discussions of the frameworks and the case might result in an impression of gender-bias. We had intended to illustrate that individual research misconduct often reflect institutional and systemic ethical problems. As a team of all-male workshop leaders, we also learned a rich lesson from this participant’s comment.

We had selected the second case to illustrate the broad impact of big data research and development, or what is called macro-ethical issues in data technology [22] [23] [24]. In early 2016, federal officers of national security met with leaders of major IT companies to discuss ways of fighting terrorism on social networks. The proposals discussed at the meeting included algorithms that would allow social networking users to “flag” radical posts, and the algorithms would then assign these posts a score of “radicalization” [26].

Instead of distributing a written case, we played a short audio clip from WNYC in which the host interviewed a national security expert about legal challenges facing the proposed “security algorithms” [27]. After listening to the six-minute interview, the
participants applied the 5-step method to analyze the proposal of security algorithms. The faculty participants identified a broad range of ethical problems, such as the unclear—and potentially overbroad—definition of terrorism in the proposal, the unfairness of targeting social networks among various means of spreading terrorism, challenges in accurately assigning a “radicalization score,” as well as impingement on social networking users’ privacy. The participants also identified the IT companies, social networking users, the government, terrorists, and ordinary citizens as stakeholders in this case. After defining the ethical problems and gathering information about relevant stakeholders, facts, and values, we asked the participants to “role play” one of three stakeholder groups: IT companies, citizens, and governmental agencies. We invited each group to develop a list of actions based on the values and principles embraced by its stakeholders. The exercise sparked a lively discussion and generated a number of creative solutions. The group representing IT companies prioritized a trusting relationship with their customers—social networking users. Accordingly, this group proposed to conduct a feasibility study to understand how the security algorithms will impact their customers. The citizens group suggested that the ultimate decisions should be made by individual citizens; i.e., every one of them will have to decide whether and how to use social networking had the security algorithms become a reality. The group that represented governmental agencies stressed transparency in the algorithm development; they also pointed out the importance to balance security and civil rights.

Assessment and Follow-up
To gather faculty participants’ perception of the workshop, we set up a post-workshop survey on SurveyMonkey. Nine participants (out of twelve) voluntarily completed the survey. The results (Figure 2) indicate that seven out of the nine respondents strongly agreed or agreed that they would recommend this workshop to colleagues in their own departments, and two respondents were unsure if they would do the same.

To ensure continued discussion and to maintain a community of ethics educators, we invited the faculty participants to get together one month after the workshop and to present their plans of incorporating ethics in their educational activities during the following academic year. Prior to face-to-face presentation, the participants uploaded their teaching plans to a shared online folder. In a day-long session, each participant introduced their teaching plan and received feedback from their peers and the workshop leaders. At the end of the following academic year, the faculty participants will gather again to share their experiences implementing their ethics teaching plans.
4. Discussion and Conclusion

This paper reports our effort to create a community of ethics educators for graduate students in engineering. Following a user-oriented approach, we grounded our educational design firmly on engineering faculty’s perceived challenges and needs for educating graduate students about ethics. Based on inputs from faculty and graduate program coordinators, we designed a workshop that helped participants understand the ethical literacy framework and develop instructional strategies to introduce ethical data practice from an “ecological” perspective. The workshop also demonstrated a method for ethical reasoning by engaging the participants in extensive discussion of two cases about controversial handling of data in academic research and industrial development. A postworkshop survey indicates that the majority of the participants find the workshop valuable. As of this writing, the faculty participants are implementing their ethics teaching plans, developed as part of the deliverables of the workshop.

Reflecting on this project, we have learned three main lessons. First, faculty’s pedagogical needs provide a potent guide for designing educational interventions in ethics that engage the faculty users. Following the recommendations of literature, we intentionally avoided a “replication model” and instead focused on the needs of our end users—the engineering faculty members—throughout this project [10]. This strategy
proved powerful in getting access to faculty interviews, inviting them to review and brainstorm about the interview results, and eventually attracting faculty to participate in the workshop.

Second, given the overall “buy-in” of faculty members who participated in the workshop, we also observed varied intellectual interests among the participants. While some participants actively asked questions and engaged in discussions during the presentation about basic ethical theories and concepts, others were more engaged during the case discussions. The “role-play” during the second case analysis successfully engaged all of the participants. We also found it helpful to provide a structured process for analyzing ethical cases while giving the participants sufficient flexibility to direct the discussion.

Third, the workshop also provided rich opportunities for us to learn as educational designers. In particular, participants’ comments drew our attention to the cultural and gender representation of actors in ethical cases. We learned that considerate and balanced representation of culture and gender is both an educational issue, as it impacts the engagement of workshop participants, and an ethical issue, for such representation might implicitly communicate unchallenged assumptions.

Moving forward, we are pursuing the following steps as a way of extending this project. First, during the post-workshop presentation of teaching plans, a number of faculty participants expressed a need for flexible and effective tools to assess the impact of ethics instruction. We will explore appropriate assessment tools and share them at future workshops. Second, currently we are developing an online module on ethical data practice. Built around “the ecology of data,” the module will support faculty members to lead “flipped classroom” style discussion about ethical issues related to the handling of research data.
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